Safe and Efficient
Asset Evaluation
from the Industry Experts
GIS Mapping • Advanced Analytics • Detailed Reports • Actionable Data

Introducing PLP Inspection Services
The first-of-its-kind turnkey line inspection solution
brought to you by Preformed Line Products. Offering
advanced UAV and imaging technology, GIS mapping,
detailed analysis from experienced industry engineers,
and actionable data, PLP Inspection Services is the
asset maintenance solution utilities need.

___________________________________________
Electric utilities are increasingly discovering the many benefits of
utilizing unmanned aerial systems (UAS) to inspect their important field
assets, including conductors, supporting hardware, poles, structures,
substations, and rights-of-way, but not all UAS inspections are created
equal. Power grids are complicated, unique, and require expertise to
evaluate and maintain. We know because Preformed Line Products
(PLP) has been a leader in designing and manufacturing critical transmission, distribution, and substation components since 1947.
System hardening may be a hot topic in the industry today, but over
70 years ago, PLP invented a revolutionary system hardening component, the Armor Rod. Since that time, PLP has also invented numerous
other industry standard products such as the GUY-GRIP® Dead-end,
the VARI-GRIP™ Dead-end, the plastic Guy Marker, and several other
products that utilities around the world continue to utilize in an effort to
provide reliable and safe power.
To further support our history of innovation and system hardening
expertise, PLP launched our Inspection Services solution in 2017.
This service utilizes unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs), or “drones,”
equipped with infrared and electro-optical cameras to capture images
and mapping information of all assets. But, compared to most other
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drone inspection services, the benefit doesn’t stop there. What makes PLP’s
solution so unique is that it’s backed by our 70+ years of industry knowledge
and product research. Throughout the entire inspection process, an on-site
industry engineer monitors the images in real-time and directs certified drone
pilots to potential reliability concerns, ensuring the data collected is accurate
and timely. The data is then uploaded to PLP’s secure servers at our global
headquarters in Cleveland, Ohio where a geographic information specialist
maps the results: assigning images to appropriate structures or points-ofinterest within the system. Our in-house, industry-trained data inspection
engineers then work alongside PLP’s knowledgeable subject matter experts
to analyze the data. Every primary system component is given a ranking so
the utility can quickly prioritize potential reliability concerns and set work orders.
A summary of findings, including all images and an interactive map, is also
provided to the utility.
We would love to discuss more about how Preformed Line Products and
our PLP Inspection Services solution can help your utility with its maintenance
inspections for distribution, transmission, or substation assets.

Regards,

John Markiewicz
Global Market Manager, Business Development
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PLP Inspection Services
Preformed Line Products provides safe and reliable unmanned aerial
system (UAS) inspection services for utility assets including transmission
and distribution lines, substations, and generation facilities. By utilizing
PLP’s 70+ years of industry experience, Inspection Services provides the
expertise and knowledge needed to capture, analyze, and assess the
condition of utility assets. PLP’s comprehensive inspection services provide added value with mapped results, executive summary reports, and
actionable data.
• Comprehensive UAV aerial inspections
• Higher rates of anomaly detection vs. traditional inspection methods
• Up to 50% faster than traditional ground inspections
• Catalogued, high-resolution E/O and IR imagery
• Insured, Part 107 licensed and experienced pilots
• Newest generation of aircraft and sensor payloads
• Actionable data set including GIS-mapped results, interactive
spreadsheets, and executive summary reports
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Industry-Experienced Engineering Analysis

Categorized Spreadsheet Results

GIS-Mapped Results Dashboard
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Middle Tennessee Electric partners with PLP
to inspect infrastructure assets in rural areas.
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CASE STUDY
Article featured in T&D World, May 2019. Subscribe by visiting tdworld.com
By Adam Seaborn, Middle Tennessee Electric Membership Corporation
As the second largest cooperative in the nation, Middle Tennessee Electric
manages more than 225,000 meters and 12,000 miles of energized line. The
cooperative distributes electricity to about 212,000 residential and business
members in a large and diverse four-county area just south of Nashville,
Tennessee.
With many of the wood poles in the subject inspection area towering at more
than 70 ft tall and nearing or exceeding 30 years old, Middle Tennessee Electric
focuses on regular ground inspections to identify any issues that could affect
reliability. As such, conducting an overhead inspection in this rural area poses
a significant number of challenges. To access these structures, the company
invested in specialized bucket trucks, but it only has a few of these vehicles
within its fleet.
Inspecting Infrastructure
Recently, the company took a time-saving approach by partnering with
Preformed Line Products (PLP) Inspection Services to conduct a comprehensive
aerial inspection of 1500 structures with drone technology. By flying above and
alongside Middle Tennessee’s infrastructure, drones were able to capture
thousands of high-resolution images and vast amounts of data to help detect
reliability concerns.
Done the conventional way, the overhead line inspection would have taken
18 months to two years. Because it would take the crew longer to set up the
bucket truck than to do the actual inspection, this approach would have been
very labor-intensive and time consuming. For example, some of the area was
located near a busy area of the city, requiring flaggers to provide traffic control.
In just a few weeks, however, PLP Inspection Services was able to complete
the project in Woodbury, Tennessee, using drones.

Drones can collect data
without disrupting construction
sites or impeding traffic flow in
urban areas.
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CASE STUDY
Identifying Problems
By using drone technology, the team could get a better visualization of the equipment including transformers, insulators and splices. PLP Inspection Services’
uses several types of drones to collect data, including a dual vision (two-camera)
drone that captures high-resolution electro-optical images and infrared imagery
in the same flight. Using high-resolution first-person view goggles, PLP’s onsite
engineers get a drone’s-eye view of the inspection as it occurs.
The PLP Inspection Services crew consists of a pilot, a safety observer and a
field engineer. The industry experienced field engineer from PLP worked with a
utility lineman to identify major reliability concerns during the on-site inspection
process and immediately reported the information to Middle Tennessee Electric’s
team. PLP also provided an Inspection Dashboard, which allowed the cooperative
to monitor inspection progress in real time.
Initially, the group found such issues as hollowed-out poles from woodpecker
damage and bolts hanging by the outside of the poles. Also, the drone images
revealed chipped insulators, fungus growth on top of the poles, water egress
and pole top rot and split crossarms. To discover hot spots, PLP used high-tech
infrared cameras, which could find loose connections on devices and splices that
had issues.
From the ground, it would have been nearly impossible for the linemen to detect
these issues. Instead, they would have to set up the specialized truck to get high
enough to spot these problems.

As an added safety measure,
PLP pairs a visual observer
(a person dedicated to
continuously monitoring the
drone’s path) with each
drone pilot.
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CASE STUDY
Analyzing Images
Following drone inspections, utilities are often left with thousands of images
and no specific way to analyze and categorize them. However, one of the biggest
advantages of partnering with PLP was the turnkey service they provide. As
opposed to Middle Tennessee Electric wading through the vast amounts of
data on their own, PLP provided them with the complete analysis and
recommendations, a standard feature of the company’s Level 1 inspections.
This saved the utility an immense amount of time and effort while also allowing
it to better use its own resources.

The drone inspection conducted by PLP discovered severe rot on the top of several poles.

To help Middle Tennessee Electric categorize the work orders, PLP’s engineers
and subject matter experts in Cleveland, Ohio, first reviewed the images to look
for anomalies. Next, they drew from PLP’s 70-plus years of utility industry knowledge and product testing experience to classify the images and assign each
component category a rating. Finally, PLP’s GIS Analyst created an interactive
map of the service territory with color-coded areas so Middle Tennessee Electric
could prioritize work around specific locations and infrastructure assets.
In addition, PLP recorded all of the issues on a spreadsheet and provided a
detailed report complete with executive summary, explanation of trends, and
examples of common reliability concerns observed. Additionally, all images
captured during the inspection were cataloged by structure and delivered to
Middle Tennessee Electric. The utility can then easily archive the thousands
of images for future reference.
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CASE STUDY
Taking Action
Typically, Middle Tennessee Electric has a six-year maintenance cycle, but as a
result of the recent drone inspections, the company worked the pressing issues
into its work plans. Based on the recommendations and ratings from PLP, Middle
Tennessee Electric prioritized the tasks by ranking them from minor to critical.
For example, some issues wouldn’t cause an immediate failure and could wait
a year or two to resolve. Others, however, could cause an imminent failure if not
addressed immediately.
Throughout the company’s service territory, four linemen are responsible for the
overhead maintenance of Middle Tennessee Electric’s system. The company has
four main area offices, and each area office has four to six crews of four to five
linemen. In addition, three support engineers and two designers work with the
field team to identify and solve problems in the field.
When working on these work orders, the linemen can pull up photos of specific
poles on their iPads through the work management system. That way, they can
more easily visualize the issues and devise a proper plan of action. For example,
the Explorer app for ArcGIS allows field crews to access the inspection map from
their mobile devices.
In the future, the company may expand the use of drone inspection services to
other parts of its service territory to save time and labor hours for its field and
engineering teams. By using drones and partnering with a company like PLP, the
utility can efficiently inspect its infrastructure in remote locations or even in logistically challenged areas like busy neighborhoods without shutting down traffic.
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Inspection Services
Contact Info/Project References
___________________________________________
For additional information or to request a quote, please contact:

Craig Baldwin
Technical Field Sales Manager
cbaldwin@preformed.com
(440) 473-9153

Chad Bajc
Inside Sales Correspondent
cbajc@preformed.com
(440) 473-9127

John Markiewicz
Global Market Manager, Business Development
jmarkiewicz@preformed.com
(440) 473-9117
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Global Headquarters
660 Beta Drive
Cleveland, Ohio 44143
Mailing Address:
P.O. Box 91129
Cleveland, Ohio 44101
Telephone: 440.461.5200
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